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Abstract
A multi-phase, multi-component mean-field model has been developed for sim-
ulating the intermetallic precipitation kinetics in Inconel 718. The aim of this
work is to develop predictive capability to aid in process optimisation and ex-
plore precipitation kinetics during additive manufacturing (AM). The model has
been calibrated to available experimental data, and then applied to predict pre-
cipitation kinetics during typical solid solution treatment and aging operations,
and during AM. It is shown that a Computer Coupling of Phase Diagrams and
Thermochemistry (CALPHAD) based modelling approach provides a unified
particle growth rate which can capture the growth, coarsening and dissolution
of γ′, γ∗ and δ precipitates under relevant heat treatment conditions. To apply
the model to AM, finite element simulations of a simple rectangular build have
been carried out, using a property switching method to simulate the material
deposition. The component level simulation provides the thermal fields to calcu-
late precipitation kinetics during deposition, also allowing for the examination
of the heat affected zone in the substrate. The modelling approach can cap-
ture the repeated nucleation and dissolution of precipitates that occurs during
AM. The model shows good agreement with experimental data when applied to
predicting precipitation kinetics during heat treatment.
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1. Introduction
Inconel 718 is a precipitate strengthened alloy with three intermetallic dis-
persed phases; γ′, γ∗ and δ. The γ′ phase has a face centred cubic (L12)
structure with a stoichiometry of Ni3[Al,Ti] . The γ
∗ phase has a body cen-
tred tetragonal (D022) structure with stoichiometry of Ni3[Nb,Ti,Al] [1]. The
δ phase has an orthorhombic structure and shares similar stoichiometry to the
γ∗ phase. The precipitate strengthening behaviour exhibited by Inconel 718 is
attributed to the small, uniformly distributed γ′ and γ∗ precipitates [2, 3]. The
γ′ and γ∗ nucleate homogenously whilst δ precipitates nucleate preferentially
upon grain boundaries. The δ phase is more thermodynamically stable in com-
parison to the γ∗ phase, and grows at the expense of γ∗ particles [4]. Although
the δ precipitates do not contribute to the precipitate strengthening behaviour
of the alloy, a small amount of δ particles has been suggested to be useful in
impeding grain growth during forging and solid solution treatments [5, 3]. Too
much δ is undesirable as this depletes the Nb content from the matrix, reducing
the amount of γ∗ that can form [6, 7]. The morphology of the precipitate phases
differ, with globular γ′ precipitates, disc shaped γ∗ and plate like δ particles [8].
Conventional programmes aimed at designing heat treatments or assessing
thermal stability of precipitates under conditions relevant to component service
require expensive, time consuming material characterisation. A simulation tool
is needed that better captures the precipitation behaviour under such conditions,
allowing for the fast screening of potential heat treatments and the calculation of
particle coarsening during component service. Furthermore, the calculation of
statistical information regarding the precipitate phase distributions may be used
in the determination of mechanical properties [9, 10]. The ability to predict the
nucleation, growth and coarsening of these precipitates during processing and
service is an essential part of an integrated computational materials engineering
(ICME) framework that exploits microstructure-property relationships for the
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identification of optimum process conditions.
The rate at which γ′, γ∗ and δ precipitates nucleate and grow is controlled
by the diffusion of the particle forming species within the matrix. This may be
modelled explicitly using Kinetic Monte Carlo [11, 12]. These methods calculate
the atomic jump frequency as a function of the atomic arrangement, allowing for
the prediction of ordered phases. This approach requires the identification and
characterisation of the different diffusion pathways, accounting for all possible
spatial configurations of the alloying elements. As the number of alloying ele-
ments is increased, a greater number of diffusion mechanisms operate, increasing
the number of atomic configurations that must be assessed. Consequently, this
approach becomes computationally expensive and complex when considering
multi-component alloys such as the typical engineering nickel-based superalloys
used in turbine engines.
A continuum description of the diffusion fields becomes advantageous when
describing the kinetics of such particles. Phase field or sharp interface models
offer the ability to capture the interaction of neighbouring particles where over-
lapping diffusion fields and elastic stresses affect the particle morphology and
growth rate [4, 13, 14]. Such approaches have been successful in the development
of the understanding of the physical mechanisms responsible for the observed
behaviour. However, it remains a challenge to simulate a significant number
of particles during the entire heat treatment process so that the results are of
statistical significance and may be applied to predicting macro-scale properties.
For example, in the phase field approach of Zhou et al. [4], the δ precipitates
grew to reach both boundaries of the simulation domain, becoming infinitely
long.
When dealing with large number of particles, mean-field descriptions have
proven useful in the reduction of the many-body problem to a one-particle prob-
lem. This involves approximating the precipitate morphology by simple geom-
etry and using mean values to describe the chemical concentration within the
particle, matrix and at the particle-matrix interface. Such frameworks are based
on solving a continuity statement on the particle size distribution. Fundamen-
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tal to solving the continuity condition is knowledge of an appropriate particle
growth rate. Lifshitz and Slyozov [15] and Wagner [16] (LSW) developed the
first complete mean-field description of Ostwald ripening, which has been ex-
tended to include nucleation using classical nucleation theory [17, 18, 19]. LSW
described the kinetics of a dilute dispersion of particles within a binary alloy.
Several authors have further developed this work to apply to multicomponent
alloys [20, 18, 21]. Mean-field theory assumes weak interaction between pre-
cipitates. Correction factors are often introduced to capture the accelerated
coarsening kinetics as the volume fraction of precipitates increases due to the
overlapping of diffusion fields [22, 23, 24, 25]. Svoboda et al. [18] include the
impact of misfit strain within the calculation of the particle growth rate but
do not account for interaction between neighbouring precipitates distortion of
the matrix. Another consideration is particle coalescence [26], which may be in-
cluded within a mean-field framework and can be important when considering
precipitation kinetics in high volume fraction particle dispersions.
Fisk et al. [9] have developed a mean-field model that predicts the nucleation,
growth and coarsening of γ∗ precipitates within Inconel 718. They treated the
classical regimes of nucleation, growth and coarsening separately, using differ-
ent expressions to describe the growth rate of nuclei or particles during these
regimes. The multi-component mean-field description developed by Svoboda
et al. [18] can capture these regimes within a unified model, calculating the ki-
netics of multiple precipitate phases. This model is referred to as the Svoboda-
Fischer-Fratzl-Kozeschnik (SFFK) model. Zickler et al. [27] have applied the
SFFK model to simulate the precipitation kinetics of the γ′ and δ phases in the
Nickel based superalloy Allvac 718Plus. Moore et al. [28] have built upon the
SFFK model, utilising the shape factors of Kozeschnik et al. [29] and aspect
ratio kinetics of Svoboda et al. [30] to capture the evolution of disc-shaped γ∗
precipitates within the Ni-based Alloy 625. The model presented in this work
combines these approaches to simulate the precipitation kinetics of γ′,γ∗ and δ
in Inconel 718 using Kozeschnik et al.’s [29] shape factors to approximate the
γ∗ and δ as cylinders.
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Many authors [1, 2, 3, 31, 32] have reported aspects of the precipitation ki-
netics of the γ′, γ∗ and δ phases in Inconel 718. Azadian et al. [2] and Beaubois
et al. [3] provide isothermal aging behaviour of δ precipitates, whilst Fisk et al.
[1] has summarised and added to isothermal aging data regarding the coarsening
kinetics of γ∗ during isothermal aging. MaiWald-Immer and Fischersworring-
Bun [31] provide measurements of γ∗ and γ′ during isothermal aging and as
a result of a solid solution treatment and two-step age. This data has been
used to calibrate model parameters. The second problem is the application of
the mean-field model to the simulation of precipitation kinetics during stan-
dard heat treatments, generating a process map to assist in the design and
optimisation of the heat treatment. The model has then been applied to pre-
dict precipitation kinetics during powder-bed fusion AM. The build design and
laser path used to form the components results in a complex thermal history.
The thermal gradients generated within the component result in residual stress
and distortion which may be mitigated when designing the laser path, and
then compensated for when designing the component geometry. Another key
consideration is the variation in microstructure developed in an additive manu-
factured component. The temperature history on a particular build will dictate
and drive the microstructural development, e.g. process-induced porosity, grain
size distribution and precipitation. To understand and optimise the mechanical
properties of components made out of nickel-based superalloys, it is necessary to
control the precipitation kinetics of intermetallic particles. One concern is that
the strengthening precipitates may nucleate during AM to such an extent as to
affect mechanical properties and thus residual stresses. Tucho et al. [33] have
measured differences of up to 10% in hardness across a build and attribute this
to the location specific precipitation of γ′ and γ∗ that forms during deposition.
Another issue is that the thermal loading applied during AM may result in the
nucleation of an excessive amount of the δ phase as observed by Idell et al. [34]
in a similar alloy (ATI 718Plus).
The precipitation model has been developed to address these issues, and has
been applied to simulate the kinetics at a cross section of an AM component. A
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finite element simulation has been used to determine the thermal history that
is input into the precipitation model. The simulation tool has been used to
investigate the precipitation kinetics during AM and to assess the heat-affected
zone within the substrate.
In brief, the aim of this work is to present the developed multi-phase, multi-
component mean-field model and illustrate how the SFFK particle growth rate
with shape factors can capture the precipitation kinetics of all intermetallic
phases in Inconel 718. The applicability of the model is tested by applying the
model to predict kinetics during heat treatments and during AM. The results
show that the model assumptions are suitable when applied to conventional heat
treatments, however the heterogeneity in local chemistry that develop during
AM is the likely cause for differences in predicted precipitation kinetics and
experimental data. The following section presents the model formulations for
precipitation kinetics and the AM process. The next section outlines the model
parameters, and calibration. Section 4 presents the predicted process maps for
heat treatment and the results when applied to modelling precipitation during
AM. The findings are discussed and concluded in Section 5.
2. Model Formulation
2.1. Precipitation kinetics
In this modelling approach, the particles are treated as either spherical or
cylindrical with their growth rate a function of the particle size, the composi-
tion of the matrix and that of the precipitate phases. The particle dispersion is
described by the distribution function F (R, t)dR, which is the number of par-
ticles of size varying between R and R + dR within a representative volume
V , at a given time, t. Statistical information of interest regarding the particle
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dispersion is calculated from moments of F (R, t) with respect to R,
Nv(t) =
1
V
∫
∞
0
F (R, t) dR
〈R(t)〉 =
∫
∞
0
RF (R, t) dR
/∫
∞
0
F (R, t) dR
φ(t) =
4pi
3V
∫
∞
0
R3F (R, t) dR
(1)
where Nv(t) is the particle concentration, 〈R(t)〉 is the mean particle radius, and
φ(t) is the particle volume fraction. The evolution of the particle distribution
is determined by solving the continuity equation,
∂F (R, t)
∂t
+
∂F (R, t)V (R, t)
∂R
= I(R, t) (2)
where the particle growth rate is given by V (R, t) and the nucleation rate by
I(R, t). The generalised particle growth rate descriptive of Ostwald ripening
kinetics is,
V (R, t) =
A(t)
R
(
1
Rc(t)
− 1
R
)
z(R, t) (3)
where the term A(t) includes the rate of diffusion of alloying elements at the
particle-matrix interface. Rc(t) is the critical particle radius, with particles
smaller than this value dissolving and those larger growing. The term z(R, t)
accounts for the impact of the overlap of diffusion fields between neighbouring
particles, accelerating particle growth kinetics. Marqusee and Ross [22] derived
the following correction factor,
z(R, t) = 1 +R
√
4piNv(t)〈R(t)〉 (4)
The multi-component SFFK particle growth rate has been applied in this
work. The parameters for the growth rate given in Equation 3 using the SFFK
model are listed below,
A(t) =
2σ
RgT
[
n∑
i=1
(cki − c0i)2
c0iD0i
]
−1
(5)
Rc(t) =
2σ
∆Gc
(6)
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where cki and c0i describe the molar concentrations of the ith alloying element
in the particle and matrix phases, respectively. Rg and T are the gas constant
and the absolute temperature. The diffusivity of the ith alloying element within
the matrix is given by D0i. The interfacial energy is given by σ.
The term ∆Gc in Equation 6 is the chemical driving force,
∆Gc = −U −
n∑
i=1
cki (µki − µ0i) (7)
The terms µki and µ0i refer to the chemical potentials of the precipitate and
matrix phases considering the ith alloying element. The misfit strain energy is
given by U .
The γ∗ and δ phases are approximated by cylinders using the shape factors
of Kozeschnik et al. [29]. The cylinder is defined by the aspect ratio, h = H/D,
where H refers to the height of the cylinder, and D its diameter. The shape
factors Sk and Ok are introduced into the particle growth rate as follows,
A(t) =
2σSk
RgTOk
[
n∑
i=1
(cki − c0i)2
c0iD0i
]
−1
(8)
Rc(t) =
2σSk
−
n∑
i=1
cki (µki − µ0i)
(9)
where the shape factors are functions of the aspect ratio [29, 30],
Sk = 0.2912h
2/3 + 0.5824h−1/3 (10)
Ok = 0.881h
−0.122 (11)
Nucleation is treated classically, with the transient nucleation rate given by [35],
Is = Zβ
∗Nc exp
(−∆G∗
kbT
)
I = Is exp
(−τ
t
) (12)
where the Z term refers to the Zeldovitch factor, β∗ is the atomic attachment
rate, Nc is the number density concentration of nuclei, and ∆G
∗ is the nucleation
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barrier. The Boltzmann constant is given by kb. The incubation time is given
by,
τ =
1
2β∗Z2
(13)
The expression used in this work to define the Zeldovitch parameter is given
below [17],
Z =
√
Ω2σ
4pi2kBTR4c
(14)
where Ω is the atomic volume.
The energy barrier to nuclei formation is given by,
∆G∗ =
1
ψ3
16pi
3
σ3
(∆Gc)2
(15)
where ψ is the sphericity of the nuclei given by Equation 16.
ψ =
(6
√
pi Vp)
2/3
Ap
(16)
where Vp and Ap refer to the particle volume and surface area, respectively. The
relationship between sphericity and the aspect ratio h of a cylinder is given by,
ψ =
(
h+
1
2
)
−1(
3
2
h
)2/3
(17)
Svoboda et al. [18] derived the following multi-component approximation for
the atomic attachment rate in a multi-component alloy,
β∗ =
4piR2c
a4V¯m
(
n∑
i=1
(cki − c0i)2
c0iD0i
)
−1
(18)
where V¯m is the molar volume, and a is the lattice parameter. Similar to the
observation of Bonvalet et al. [36], the description of the critical nuclei radius
is equivalent to that of the critical particle radius given in Equation 6.
Jou et al. [17] provide the following Gaussian waveform to approximate the
nuclei concentration density,
Nc =
N0
∆R
√
2pi
exp
(
− (R−Rc)
2
2(∆R)2
)
(19)
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where N0 is the concentration of nuclei sites and ∆R is the variance of the nuclei
size distribution. An expression for ∆R may be obtained from the Zeldovitch
parameter. The Zeldovitch parameter is descriptive of the gradient of ∂G/∂R
at R = Rc [35]. ∆R is approximated as the width of plus or minus a thermal
fluctuation kbT from Rc,
∆R =
(
3Ω
2(pi)3/2
1
Z
) 1
3
(20)
where Ω is the atomic volume. The number concentration of nuclei, N0 is
approximated by considering the supersaturation and the mean size of stable
nuclei (Rc),
N0 = η
3 (φeq − φ(t))ω
4piR3c
(21)
where φeq is the equilibrium volume fraction and ω is the unit volume containing
the particle dispersion. The parameter η describes the fraction of active nucle-
ation sites. For homogenous nucleation, η is given by unity. For heterogeneous
nucleation at grain boundaries, η is determined by the fraction of nucleation
sites found on grain boundaries.
To describe nucleation during a complex thermal cycle, an incubation prob-
ability Pinc is introduced so that the transient nucleation rate is given by
I = IsPinc. The incubation probability describes the likelihood that stable
nuclei have formed. Pinc is defined as the ratio of the current nuclei concen-
tration divided by the steady state nuclei concentration. The definitions of the
transient and steady state nucleation rates given in Equation set 12 give the
incubation probability as
Pinc = exp
(−τ
t
)
(22)
Pinc may be numerically integrated during the calculation. If Equations 18 and
14 are substituted into Equation 13, the following description of the incubation
time is obtained,
τ =
kBTR
2
c
2θσa2
(23)
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where θ contains the diffusivity terms,
θ =
[
n∑
i=1
Xki −X0i
X0iD0i
]
−1
(24)
The incubation probability is thus given by,
Pinc (t, T, θ, Rc, σ) = exp
(−τ
t
)
= exp
(
−1
t
2θσa2
kBTR2c
)
(25)
To describe non-isothermal conditions an equivalent time is introduced. The
equivalent time, teq, is obtained by rearranging the incubation probability for
time,
teq = − τ
ln(Pinc)
(26)
where 0 < Pinc < 1. The temporal derivative of Equation 25 is shown below,
dPinc
dt
=
∂Pinc
∂t
+
∂Pinc
∂T
dT
dt
+
∂Pinc
∂θ
dθ
dt
+
∂Pinc
∂Rc
dRc
dt
+
∂Pinc
∂σ
dσ
dt
(27)
Making use of the chain rule, the derivative of the incubation probability can
be expressed as follows,
dPinc
dt
=
τ
teq
Pinc
[
1
teq
+
(
1
θ
dθ
dT
− 2
Rc
dRc
dT
+
1
σ
dσ
dT
− 1
)
dT
dt
]
(28)
2.2. Additive manufacture model
Finite element analysis has been used to simulate the AM process, calculat-
ing the component geometry and thermal history using the approach described
by Mukherjee et al. [37]. The melting and solidification of the powder particles
is modelled using the ‘property switching element (PSE)’ method. This involves
discretising the domain using finite elements into regions with the properties as-
signed to either a gas or the metallic phase. Initially, the deposition domain has
gas properties whilst the substrate is assigned the thermo-physical and elastic
properties of Inconel 718. After the introduction of a volumetric heat source, the
corresponding deposition domain attached within the heat source is switched
to Inconel 718 materials properties. The algorithm proceeds successively until
the final fabrication layer is reached, replicating the AM process. Likewise, the
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thermal model is treated by heat transfer calculations based upon metallic or
air properties on the deposited elements.
The heat source descriptive of the laser is modelled using surface and volu-
metric heat sources. The surface heat source at a position given by the coordi-
nates [x, y] is given by,
Qs(x, y) =
DηP
piR2b
exp
(
−D
(
x2 + y2
)
R2b
)
(29)
where D is the beam distribution parameter, η is the absorption coefficient, P
is the laser power, and Rb is the laser beam radius. The volumetric source rate,
Qv(x, y, z) is given by,
Qv(x, y, z) =
DηP
piR2bLH
exp
(
−D
(
x2 + y2 + z2
)
R2b
)
(30)
where LH is the layer height. The heat source moves at a the velocity, v.
The assumptions made in this calculation are: (i) conductivity, specific heat
and density are isotropic, (ii) a larger layer height is simulated in comparison
to the powder size, with the entire layer in the entire element fabricated at the
same time instance as the scanning speed is fast and the simulation of the actual
layer dimensions is computationally expensive, (iii) the heat source distribution
is considered to be uniform across the deposition layer, and (iv) the convective
heat transfer is assumed to be spatially independent.
3. Solution implementation
3.1. Mean-field modelling
The multi-component precipitation model requires a thermodynamic and
mobility database to provide information regarding particle compositions, chem-
ical potentials, and diffusivities. This work utilises the TTNi8 thermodynamic
database with the MOBNi1 mobility database, using the TQ FORTRAN inter-
face in the commercial software ThermoCalc [38]. As the γ∗ phase is metastable,
it is necessary to suspend the more thermodynamically favourable δ phase to
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Figure 1: The simulated phase diagram of Inconel 718. Figure a) includes the γ, γ′, γ∗, δ and
liquid phases. In Figure b) the δ phase is suspended, allowing for the prediction of stable γ∗.
assess the composition and chemical potential of the γ∗. This is illustrated
in Figure 1, which shows simulated phase diagrams considering γ, liquid and
intermetallic precipitates phases. In Figure 1 (a), a large equilibrium volume
fraction of δ is predicted, with no γ∗.
The thermodynamic database has been calibrated to better describe the
solvus temperature of the γ∗ and δ phases using the solvus temperatures pro-
vided by de Jaeger et al. [39]. Energy contributions have been applied to these
phases to achieve solvus temperatures of 940◦C and 1025◦C for the γ∗ and δ
phases, respectively.
It is assumed that during AM solidification occurs quickly, and does not sig-
nificantly affect subsequent precipitation. The thermal fields predicted by the
FEA simulation suggests that remelting is likely to occur during the build. To
account for this behaviour, incipient melting has been included. The liquidation
temperature of the intermetallic phases has been calculated using the thermo-
dynamic database. If the temperature exceeds the liquidation temperature of
the intermetallic phase, the precipitates are removed from the calculation.
The evolution of the particle dispersions has been calculated by solving the
continuity equation shown in Equation 2 using the numerical methods described
by Anderson et al. [40]. The gradients dθ/dT , dRc/dT and dσ/dT shown in
Equation 28 are calculated numerically. The equilibrium composition and chem-
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ical potential of the γ′,γ∗ and δ phases were calculated as a function of temper-
ature prior to precipitation calculations. This information was interpolated for
the specific temperatures of interest. The chemical potential and diffusivities of
elements within the γ phase were calculated during the precipitation simulation.
The interfacial energy of each precipitate phase has been assumed to be
temperature dependent, and has been treated as a calibration parameter to fit
the precipitate measurements presented by Azadian et al. [2], MaiWald-Immer
and Fischersworring-Bun [31] and those collated by Fisk et al. [1]. This was
achieved through an iterative process consisting of first calibrating the δ phase,
and then ensuring that the γ∗ is still stable, and coarsens correctly. The γ′
phase was calibrated last, as this phase was found to be less sensitive to the
presence of the other phases. The calibration obtained in this work is presented
in Figure 2. We predict the formation of delta at 760◦C, which was also observed
by Slama et al. [41].
Figures 3 shows the ability to simulate the size and volume fraction of the δ
phase. Figure 3 b), d), f) and g) compare the predicted evolution of the volume
fraction of δ with measurements. The predicted volume fraction of δ at 900◦C is
lower than measured, and is due to differences between the predicted equilibrium
phase diagram for the δ phase and the measured values. The thermodynamic
database predicts a maximum of approximately 12% δ as shown in Figure 1
whilst Azadian et al. [2] have measured area fractions as high as 18%. The
calibration successfully captures the mean height of δ particles at temperatures
of 1000◦C and 950◦C however over predicts the size of the particles at 900◦C
and 850◦C. This discrepancy was accepted, as the formation of the δ phase is
of most interest at high temperatures and the calibration captures the correct
trends in the increase of the volume fraction towards the equilibrium volume
fraction of the δ phase. Capturing the volume fraction of δ is more important,
as it allows for the determination of correct matrix chemistries used to calculate
the kinetics of γ∗. The difficulty in accurately captuing the low temperature δ
kinetics may be due to nucleation of intra-granular δ at lower temperature [42]
or changes in the aspect ratio of the δ precipitates.
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Figure 2: The calibrated interfacial energy as a function of temperature for the δ, γ∗ and γ′
phases.
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Figures 4 compares the simulated nucleation, growth and coarsening kinet-
ics of the γ∗ phase during isothermal aging at 760◦C with the measurements
collated by Fisk et al. [1].
Figure 5 compares the predicted size and volume fraction of γ′ and γ∗
against the measurements of Brooks and Bridges [32] and MaiWald-Immer and
Fischersworring-Bunk [31]. The error bars in Figures a) and e) refer to the first
and third quartiles. The error bars in Figure b) were obtained from quantifying
the uncertainty in the TEM foil thickness and measuring precipitate area frac-
tions from the TEM micrographs. The model captures MaiWald-Immer and
Fischersworring-Bunk [31]’s data with reasonable accuracy. The model over-
predicts the increase in volume fraction during aging at 700◦C as shown in
Figure 5 f) however captures the size evolution is captured adequately (Figure
5 e)). Figure 5 b) shows the volume fraction increase and then fall over time
during aging at 800◦C. The model predicts similar behaviour, with the decrease
in volume fraction caused by the formation of δ precipitates.
3.2. Additive Manufacture
In order to replicate the thermal history during the AM process, a thermal
model using finite element methods has been applied using Abaqus/Standard
6.13.1. Three user materials subroutines have been written to: (i) alter the ele-
ment property between air and the metallic phases using the ‘property switching
elements’ method, (ii) apply the thermal load for each deposition layer, and (iii)
the calculation of convective heat transfer using Inconel 718 thermal physical
properties. The AM simulation utilises the Inconel 718 thermal physical prop-
erties of Song et al. [43] and Raghavan et al. [44].
The 8-node linear brick element type is used for heat transfer calculations.
The substrate is a cuboid with dimension of 100mm × 32mm × 5mm. The
deposition geometry is also cuboidal, with dimensions of 80mm × 20 mm ×
30mm, as illustrated in Figure 6 a). The AM process is simulated by modelling
the sequential addition of lines of material with dimensions of 80mm × 1mm ×
0.3mm, as shown in Figure 6 b).
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Figure 3: A comparison of predicted δ precipitation kinetics with the measurements of Azadian
et al. [2], where the left Figures compare the mean particle height of δ particles, 〈H〉, and the
right Figures compares the modelled and measured volume fraction, φ.
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Figure 4: A comparison of predicted γ∗ precipitation kinetics with the measurements collated
by Fisk et al. [1]. The geometry of the γ∗ is described by the mean diameter (〈D〉) and height
(〈H〉) of the disc shaped γ∗.
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Figure 5: A comparison of predicted γ′ and γ∗ precipitation kinetics with the measurements
of Brooks and Bridges [32] and MaiWald-Immer and Fischersworring-Bunk [31]. Figures
a), b) e) and f) compare with measurements taken by Brooks and Bridges [32] and Figures
c) and d) compare with measurements taken by MaiWald-Immer and Fischersworring-Bunk
[31]. Figures a), c) and e) compare the precipitate sizes whilst Figures b), d) and f) compare
precipitate volume fractions.
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The parameters used to define the heat source have been calibrated using
the computational fluid dynamics described by Panwisawas et al. [45, 46] to
calculate the thermal fields during deposition. Typical predicted thermal fields
for the largest geometry are shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 a) shows the thermal
field at the cross section illustrated in Figure 6 b) near the end of the deposition.
The temperature history predicted at the four locations identified in Figure a)
are shown in Figures b), c) and d). The repetitive passes of the laser cause
spikes in temperature. These are compared with the solidus temperature of
the matrix phase (Ts), and the solvus temperature of the various intermetallic
phases. When the deposition layer is close to the point of interest, the temper-
ature is predicted to exceed the solidus temperature of the matrix phase. The
temperature reached in subsequent passes exceeds the solvus temperatures of
the intermetallic phases. The next section presents the model predictions for
the precipitation kinetics during such thermal loading.
4. Results
4.1. Heat treatment
The mean-field precipitation model has been developed to assist in the design
of heat treatments. Typical heat treatments for this alloy involve a solid-solution
treatment for 1 hour at a temperature varying between 930 and 980C◦C, fol-
lowed by a fast quench rate and a two step aging process [39]. The aging
process lasts 20 hours, with the first 8 hours at 720◦C followed by a furnace
cool to 620◦C.
Figure 8 compares the model predictions to the measurements of MaiWald-
Immer and Fischersworring-Bunk [31] [31], where the first axis shows the heat
treatment and the second compares the predicted precipitate size considering
γ′ and γ∗. The model predictions show reasonable agreement with the experi-
mental data.
The model has been applied to assess different solid solution treatment (SST)
temperatures and the cooling rate from solid solution treatment on the predicted
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Figure 6: a) The geometry of the AM component and location of the cross section where
precipitation kinetics has been evaluated. b) The build sequence used to simulate the AM
process.
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Figure 7: a) The thermal field predicted in the component near the completion of the compo-
nent build and the location of four points of interest. b) The comparison of predicted thermal
history at the four locations illustrated in Figure a). The solvus temperature of all phases of
interest are included, where Ts refers to the solidus temperature of the matrix phase. Figures
c) and d) show more detail regarding the thermal fields during deposition at locations B and
D, respectively.
Figure 8: The first axis shows the simulated heat treatment, descriptive of conventional solid
solution treatment and aging. The second axis compares the predicted evolution of the size of
the γ′ and γ∗ with the experimental data measured by MaiWald-Immer and Fischersworring-
Bunk [31] [31].
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multi-phase precipitate dispersions. In addition, simulations have been carried
out at temperatures lower than the minimum solid solution treatment temper-
ature typically used for this alloy to explore heat treatments that can obtain
a bimodal γ∗ particle distribution. Bi-modal particle populations are of inter-
est as they may provide beneficial mechanical properties. The presence of the
smaller particle population decreases the mean free path of dislocation glide,
and may improve creep life.
The results show that this is possible when performing the SST at a temper-
ature below the γ∗ solvus (∼940◦C) with a fast quench rate. If the quench rate
is too slow, the model predictions that the γ∗ particles that survive during solid
solution treatment are able to grow and absorb all of the γ∗ formers, leaving
insufficient supersaturation for further nucleation. The predicted γ′, and γ∗ dis-
tributions for select SST temperatures and quench rates are presented in Figure
9. The particle radius distribution functions are expressed in a volume frac-
tion reformulation where G(R, t)dR = 4pi/3R3F (R, t)dR. This reformulation is
advantageous when viewing multi-modal particle distributions. The predictions
also suggest that a bimodal particle distribution of γ′ is also possible, and occurs
when the quench rate is slow and the SST is performed at temperatures greater
than 940◦C. The predicted γ∗ particles in these microstructures are likely to
be too large to offer acceptable precipitate strengthening. When examining the
mean particle radius of the largest populations of γ′ and γ∗, they follow the
same trend where a slower cooling rate allows for more growth, and thus larger
particles. In certain conditions, the particles cannot grow fast enough to absorb
all the particle forming species, allowing for a supersaturated matrix, and the
nucleation of an additional particle population.
Figure 10 shows the predicted volume fraction and mean radius of the first
and second populations of γ∗ to form as a function of the solid solution treatment
temperature and the quench rate. Figure 10 a) shows the SST temperatures
and quench rates which result in the bimodal distribution which can be seen
when the volume fraction of the first population of γ∗ particles is less than
10%. Figure 10 b) clearly shows the conditions which result in a high volume
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fraction of the second population of γ∗, forming a bimodal distribution. The
rise in volume fraction of the second population is mirrored by a concomitant
reduction in volume fraction of the first γ∗ population. Figures 10 c) and d) show
the coresponding change in mean size of the two populations. For temperatures
above the γ∗ solvus, only one population of γ∗ is predicted to form. For slow
cooling rates, the model predicts that it is still possible to obtain a unimodal γ∗
dispersion when performing a SST at a temperature below the γ∗ solvus. The
predictions suggest that the volume fraction of the second γ∗ particle population
may be maximised by performing the SST at a temperature of ∼930◦C with a
quench rate faster than ∼0.4 ◦C/s.
The statistics regarding the entire predicted γ′, γ∗ and δ particle distribu-
tions are shown in Figure 11. The model predicts largest the volume fractions of
γ′ at fast quench rates, and shows similar behaviour as a function of quench rate
when the SST temperature is above 940◦C. The mean radius of the γ′ phase is
complicated by the formation of a bimodal particle distribution for conditions
where the cooling rate is slow and the SST temperature is above 940◦C, as
shown in detail in Figure 9. The hot spots in the volume fraction of γ′ shown
in Figure 11 a) align with the conditions with the lowest volume fraction of
γ∗ as shown in Figure 10 b). The γ′ precipitation kinetics become sensitive to
the SST temperature when the SST temperature drops below the solvus tem-
perature of the γ∗ phase. The γ∗ differs in that the predicted γ∗ dispersions
are sensitive to all SST temperatures examined due to the precipitation of δ.
This behaviour can be explained by the fact that the γ∗ and δ phases share a
similar stoichiometry, so the presence of one phase interacts with the kinetics
of the other. The γ′ phase does not compete for Niobium to such an extent as
the other phases, so is unaffected by relatively small amounts of δ which are
predicted to form under the conditions examined.
4.2. Precipitation during additive manufacture
Simulations of the precipitation kinetics have been performed at the cross
section of the AM component illustrated in Figure 6 a). The AM simulation
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Figure 9: The predicted γ∗ and γ′ distributions for a range of solid solution treatment tem-
peratures and quench rates. The results show the formation of bimodal precipitate dispersions
when the SST is performed below the solvus temeprature and at fast quench rates.
follows the build pattern illustrated in Figure 6 b). The substrate is assumed
to be Inconel 718, in the heat treated state described in Figure 8. The model is
able to capture the repeated precipitation and dissolution of the intermetallic
precipitates during additive manufacture, as shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 a)
shows the volume fraction of γ′ and γ∗ predicted at location B in Figure 7 to
increase in step changes after passes of the laser. Figure 12 b) shows a close up of
the predictions after two passes of the laser. The model predicts the dissolution
of the intermetallic phases as the temperature exceeds the solvus temperature
of the phases, with re-precipitation upon cooling.
Figure 13 presents predicted distributions in the top, middle and bottom
of the deposit at the cross section identified in Figure6. No precipitation is
predicted in the last layer to be deposited. A negligible amount of δ is predicted
to form within the rest of the deposit. The γ′ and γ∗ particles are small,
with a mean radius of ∼1nm. The predicted volume fraction and precipitate
size distributions are larger nearer the bottom of the deposit, which have been
exposed to greater thermal loading.
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Figure 10: Contour maps showing the mean particle radius and volume fraction of the first and
second populations of γ∗ as a function of solid-solution treatment temperature and cooling
rate. a) The volume fraction of the first population of γ∗ present in the dispersion. b) The
volume fraction of the second particle, if present. c) The mean particle radius of the first
particle population. d) The mean particle radius of the second particle population, if present.
Only certain conditions are predicted to result in the formation of a second population of γ∗,
which are identifed by the hot spot in Figure b).
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Figure 11: Contour maps showing the volume fraction (left) and mean particle radius (right)
of γ′, γ∗ and δ as a function of solid-solution treatment temperature and cooling rate.
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Figure 12: The predicted volume fraction of γ′ and γ∗ during AM. Figure a) shows the change
in volume fraction of γ′ and γ∗ after multiple layers have been deposited. Figure b) shows
the predicted kinetics in greater detail between passes of the laser.
The impact of AM on the substrate may be of interest when repairing a
component. The predicted heat affected zone in the substrate is shown in Figure
14. The Figure presents the predicted dispersions at three locations within the
substrate; p1: the interface between the deposit and substrate, p2: within the
heat-affected zone, and p3: a location deep enough within the substrate for the
precipitates to be unaffected by the deposition. The as-heat treated dispersions
are observed in the distributions describing p3. At both p1 and p2, the γ′ and γ∗
dissolve completely and re-precipitate. The model predicts greater nucleation
and growth at p1 compared to p2, indicating that p2 is still super-saturated
in γ′ and γ∗ formers. The δ particles are much larger than γ′ and γ∗ and do
not dissolve completely during AM at locations p1 and p2 within the substrate.
Instead, they shrink with the largest reduction in size predicted at p1.
5. Discussion
The mean-field model presented in this work offers a useful tool in simu-
lating precipitation kinetics of multiple phases. The simplifying assumptions
regarding the geometry and description of the alloying element diffusion fields
allows the model to be applied rapidly to different heat treatments. It has been
demonstrated that the kinetics of γ′, γ∗ and δ can be simulated with reasonable
accuracy using the thermodynamic database TTNi8 coupled with the mobility
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Figure 13: The predicted precipitate dispersions at the top, middle and bottom of the de-
posit. Figure a) shows the exact locations, whilst Figures b), c) and d) show the predicted
distributions for γ′, γ∗ and δ, respectively. No precipitation is predicted within the final layer
of the deposit at p1.
Figure 14: The predicted dispersions within the heat-affected zone of the substrate. Figure
a) shows three locations within the substrate. Figures b), c) and d) show the predicted
distributions for γ′, γ∗ and δ, respectively.
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database MOBNi1.
The current model framework utilises the shape factors described by Kozeschnik
et al. [29], where misfit strain is ignored and the change in the aspect ratio is
not accounted for in the growth rate. Svoboda et al. [30] have further developed
the description of shape factors to describe the evolution of the aspect ratio of
the precipitate, account for misfit strain and use a different interfacial energy
for the cylinder mantle and top/bottom. They provide a polynomial fit to de-
scribe the misfit strain energy as a function of the aspect ratio, elastic moduli,
and misfit strain. The derivative of this polynomial with respect to the aspect
ratio is used to determine the time derivative of the aspect ratio. Moore et al.
[28] have adapted this model to describe γ∗ in alloy 625, however they used
experimental data to determine this relationship. Similar to the method used
in this work, Moore et al. [28] use experimental data to describe the size-aspect
ratio relationship of γ∗.
A description that does not require experimental data would allow the ap-
plication of the model to new chemistries, taking advantage of the CALPHAD
(Computer Coupling of Phase Diagrams and Thermochemistry) nature of the
mean-field description of the precipitation kinetics. In Moore et al.’s [28] parti-
cle growth rate, the change in particle aspect ratio impacts the critical particle
radius. The model described in this work may be improved through implement-
ing the description of the shape factors developed by Svoboda et al. [30] and
Moore et al. [28], and applying these improvements to better describe the δ
phase in addition to the γ∗ phase.
The mean-field model describes Ostwald ripening kinetics with nucleation,
however does not account for other phenomena such as particle coalescence or
the interaction between the misfit stresses of precipitates. Another consideration
is the interaction between γ′ and γ∗/δ precipitates, where γ′ may impede the
growth of γ∗ or δ particles as observed by Mignanelli et al. [47]. This behaviour
may be worth including in alloys with higher volume fractions of γ′ to capture
more accurately the precipitation kinetics.
The process maps presented in Section 4.1 suggest heat treatments that may
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be applied to obtain a bimodal population of γ∗. A bimodal particle population
of γ∗ may be desirable if the larger population can increase the cutting stress,
whilst the smaller particles decrease the mean free path, increasing the Orowan
stress for particle bypass. The yield stress models developed by Fisk et al.
[9], Ahmadi et al. [10] and Collins and Stone, [48] consider unimodal particle
dispersions, and require further work to capture the details regarding a more
complicated multi-modal particle distribution. It can also be argued that these
models when applied to Inconel 718 do not account for the combined impact
of γ′ and γ∗ dispersions. Further work is necessary to describe precipitate
strengthening arising from a multi-modal particle dispersion and for the case in
Inconel 718 where the two dispersions of γ′ and γ∗ have different shapes.
The application of a mean-field model to predict precipitation kinetics during
AM is needed as it allows for the prediction at a component scale. This paper
has shown how FEM modelling of AM can be used to generate the thermal
histories to simulate using the mean-field precipitation model to offer valuable
insights into the understanding of precipitation kinetics during additive manu-
facture. The model is able to predict the repetitive nucleation and dissolution
of particles whilst the heat source is close to the location of interest. The ability
to predict the dispersion in the heat-affected zone in the substrate is important
when using AM to repair a component without applying a subsequent SST. The
precipitation kinetics predicted in the deposit is also of interest, as although the
predicted precipitates are small, they may impact stress relaxation behaviour,
complicating the component response during any heat treatment aimed at re-
lieving residual stresses.
Makiewicz [49] report similar γ∗ and γ′ volume fractions in an AM selective
melting fabricated component to those predicted in this simulation, however
Amato et al. [50] have observed larger γ∗ precipitates, with a mean equivalent
radius of 36nm compared to the 1nm size particles predicted in the geometry
studied in this work. The large precipitates observed by Amato et al. [50] are
surprising, as substantial time at temperature is needed to grow γ∗ to reach this
size under isothermal conditions [32] .
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Some differences may be attributed to the different geometries and AM pro-
cess parameters used in these studies, however there are assumptions made in
the application of the model that need further work. The model currently as-
sumes that the chemistry is homogeneous throughout the build, and does not
account for the chemical segregation that develops during solidification in the
deposit, as measured by Zhang et al. [51]. Idell et al [34] also observed den-
dritic segregation with δ precipitates forming at the Nb rich regions. Kuo et al
[52] measured reduced creep-rupture life due to the presence of such δ particles.
The current mean-field model is applied to the bulk composition and does not
account for such spatial differences in chemistry. The AM component described
in this work is built in such a way as to melt a single layer of powder particles in
one pass of the laser. Other process parameters or techniques such as Electron
Beam melting may melt multiple layers of powder particles, and re-melt more
of the previously deposited material. During AM the model indicates that the
γ∗ and γ′ precipitates repeatedly nucleate and dissolve. It is possible that the
particle forming species do not fully disperse into the matrix after the dissolu-
tion of the γ∗ and γ′ precipitates. The local variation in particle forming species
may accelerate re-precipitation kinetics, allowing for the rapid growth of larger
particles. The chemical segregation may impact precipitation kinetics in several
ways. More γ∗ and δ may precipitate in the Nb rich regions resulting in a spa-
tial variation of precipitates which is difficult to resolve on typical component
length scales. The large gradient in chemical concentrations may delay the onset
of nucleation as the homogenization of the solute concentration gradients may
be energetically preferable than the nucleation of precipitates. The segregation
that develops in AM may be increased by the amount of repetitive re-melting.
Further work is needed to study the segregation, and account for this behaviour
when calculating precipitate kinetics.
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6. Conclusions
A multi-component, multi-phase mean-field model has been applied to cap-
ture the kinetics of the intermetallic precipitate phases in Inconel 718. The
modelling approach has reached a maturity in which industrially relevant prob-
lems can be solved, such as assisting in the design of heat treatments. In this
work, the process map has helped identify potential heat treatments for obtain-
ing a bimodal γ∗ size distribution. The CALPHAD based mean-field model
is capable of describing the kinetics of multiple precipitate phases, stable and
metastable, within a unified particle growth rate that captures growth, coarsen-
ing and dissolution. This is achieved through the chemical driving force appear-
ing in the calculation for the critical particle radius. This ability is needed when
modelling AM, where conventional mean-field models would struggle with the
repetitive nucleation, growth and dissolution of the particle populations that
occur in the deposit. The results demonstrate how mean-field precipitation
predictions may be performed at a component level, providing location specific
properties. The mean-field modelling assumptions regarding the precipitate and
matrix chemistries appear to be suitable when considering conventional heat
treatments, however care is needed when applying these assumptions to more
complex processes such as AM.
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